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Abstract—Software-Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm provides many features including hardware abstraction, programmable networking and centralized policy control to networks. In the next generation mobile networks, one of the
main benefits that can be used along with these features is
core/backhaul SDN-based network virtualization. In this article,
we propose a novel shared SDN-based Evolved Packet System
(EPS) architecture where a network virtualization controller
is utilized to ensure dynamic slicing and sharing of mobile
core and backhaul networks among several Mobile Operators
(MOs). In the proposed architecture, infrastructure owner that
owns the SDN-based network infrastructure can exploit network
virtualization benefits of SDN by formulating an appropriate
evolved NodeBs (eNodeBs) assignment mechanism among MOs
as a consequence of core/backhaul network virtualization. This
mechanism uses various scheduling algorithms based on the
instantaneous traffic demands of MOs while guaranteeing their
own quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. In respect to this,
we investigate the performance of shared architecture with the
use of both QoS-aware and QoS-unaware schedulers through
Monte Carlo simulations and compare them with traditional EPS
of Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks in terms of fairness,
capacity and satisfied-MO-ratio. We investigate the challenges,
opportunities and business perspectives of our proposed architecture as well. The results reveal the benefits of dynamic slicing
and shared network architecture with respect to the traditional
EPS architecture.
Keywords—Software-Defined Networking, Dynamic Slicing, Network Sharing, Network Virtualization, Virtualization Controller,
Schedulers.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The specifications of third and fourth generation networks
have been determined under the consideration of link efficiency
improvements. However, since it has approached the fundamental limits with the use of advanced physical layer and
link layer techniques such as adaptive modulation and coding, multiple-input multiple-output, carrier aggregation (CA),
hybrid automatic repeat request, etc., recent studies have been
shifting to improve the spectrum efficiencies. In Long Term
Evolution Advanced (LTE-A), heterogeneous deployment of
low-power nodes including picocell, femtocell, radio remote
head and relay node etc., known as heterogeneous network,
has been provided and becomes one of the key innovative
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solutions to meet the International Mobile Telecommunications
- Advanced (IMT-A) requirements. On the other hand, the
downloaded data per user is expected to be around one terabyte
of data annually by 2020 [1]. The basic requirements to deal
with this data tsunami have been identified as a hundred
times higher data rates, almost ten times reduction in latency,
higher bandwidths in unit area, reduction in energy usage
and complete coverage with respect to currently deployed
Long Term Evolution (LTE) networks [2]. These requirements
ensure the deployment of ultra dense networks in the next
generation cellular networks. However, with this technical
advancement, backhaul of a Mobile Operator (MO) is expected
to be similar to data centers with mesh network topologies due
to the large number of equipment deployments.
In traditionally deployed architectures of the today’s networks, MOs operating at the same geographical area have
their own cores, backhaul and radio access network (RAN)
equipments or have rented some of backhaul links from
the infrastructure owner. Those network equipments of each
MO (i.e., evolved Node-Bs (eNodeBs), aggregator switches,
Serving Gateways (S-GWs) and Packet Data Gateways (PGWs)) are connected to packet data networks (PDNs) such
as Internet through their own infrastructures. On the other
hand, due to planning, deployment and management of large
number of RAN equipments, capital expenditure (CAPEX) and
operating expenditure (OPEX) values are rapidly increasing.
As a result of this, RAN sharing which ensures efficient usage
of network elements has been explored and already started to
be deployed among MOs for not only in LTE-A but also in
previous generation networks. However, the number of countries where MOs benefit from RAN sharing is small and the
core network equipments remain individually dedicated to each
MO. Taking into account these facts, there have been several
existing drawbacks of currently deployed network structures.
For instance, deploying infrastructure network equipments all
the time at high capacity of operation can be both costly
and inefficient for both infrastructure owner and MOs due to
the existence of idle resources most of the time. Moreover,
service disruptions can still occur at unexpected events such as
natural disasters if proper additional resource assignments are
not available immediately at those moments. Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) that provides centralized policy control,
abstraction from hardware and programmable networks and
network virtualization that enables aggregation and isolation
of resources are two important paradigms for using network
resources efficiently. For this reason, applying both SDN-

based network virtualization of mobile core/backhaul and as
a consequence dynamic assignment of virtualized resources
such as eNodeBs to different MOs based on their traffic
demands coming from their respective subscribed user equipments (UEs) can provide several opportunities.
Several SDN or network virtualization based system architectures have been provided in the literature [3]–[8, and references therein]. The authors in [3] survey on recent advances
and opportunities in software-defined wireless networks and
wireless network virtualization. The authors in [4] examine
several implementation scenarios of SDN in mobile cellular
networks and SDN’s contributions to inter-cell interference
management, traffic control and network virtualization domains are explained. [5] presents virtualization of radio resources and their management issues according to service level
agreements (SLAs) and priority levels among MOs. In [6], [7],
the authors present the business models of wireless network
virtualization and several challenges and deployment issues
are discussed. In [8], a new hierarchical SDN-based control
plane architecture with a showcase including mobility, handoff
and routing management is provided for 5G cellular network
architecture. However, none of the above works consider SDNbased shared Evolved Packet System (EPS) architecture for
multiple MOs with a virtualization controller that is controlled
by infrastructure owner and performs dynamic slicing using
scheduling algorithms.
In this article, we propose an SDN-based virtualization
controller architecture through virtualization of mobile core
as well as backhaul elements via SDN paradigm. The network virtualization controller directly communicates with SDN
controllers of each MO and is also connected to backhaul
and core network elements for performing adaptive eNodeB
assignments to each MO. This assignment is accomplished
from a eNodeB pool with the usage of various quality-ofservice (QoS)-aware and QoS-unaware scheduling algorithms
running inside the controller under the consideration of timevarying numbers and locations of associated UEs resulting
in various MO traffic demands. In existing cellular networks
including fourth and previous generations, the operating frequency spectrum as well as the locations of eNodeBs have been
pre-determined under the consideration of several parameters
(e.g., UE distributions and interference issues). In our proposed
architecture, eNodeBs will continue to be used at the same
spectrum and locations as in traditional approach in order to
utilize existing interference management techniques. Our proposed architecture exploits dynamic spectrum sharing among
MOs since eNodeBs are open to be allocated to different MO.
Performance improvements with respect to existing traditional
EPS architecture of LTE networks are presented through Monte
Carlo simulations in terms of fairness, capacity and satisfiedMO-ratio. Additionally, we address the challenges, opportunities and business perspectives for the proposed approach as
well.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present our proposed shared SDN-based EPS architecture
after briefly describing the traditional LTE networks. The
performance of proposed virtualized architecture with the use
of various scheduling algorithms is evaluated in Section III.

In Section IV, we explain challenges and opportunities of
the proposed system. In Section V, business perspectives for
dynamic slicing and network sharing are explained. Finally,
we conclude the article in Section VI.
II.

S YSTEM M ODEL AND A RCHITECTURE

A. Traditional EPS Architecture
An example of a traditional EPS architecture of LTE networks including Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access
Network (E-UTRAN) and Evolved Packet Core (EPC) in
which three MOs serve their associated UEs is depicted in
Fig. 1. The MOs are identified by different colors and operate
at the same geographical area where each of them has its
own core, backhaul and RAN equipments. Those network
equipments of each MO (i.e. eNodeBs, aggregator switches,
S-GWs and P-GWs) are also identified by the same colors
and all of them are connected to some PDNs such as Internet
through its own infrastructure. In this architecture, any resource
or equipment is not shared among MOs and each one of them
has deployed its own network equipments as independent of
each other. The key performance indicators (e.g. data rate,
latency) on the links between eNodeBs and S-GWs can yield
different values with respect to each MO because of not only
varying total number of active UEs and physical layer factors
such as path attenuation and fading, but also due to their timevarying traffic demands.
B. Shared SDN-Based EPS Architecture
In our proposed SDN-based EPS architecture of LTE
(see Fig. 2), a network virtualization controller (owned
by infrastructure owner) that is directly connected to the
SDN controllers of each MO is used to adaptively perform core/backhaul sharing between different MOs. The SDN
framework with the virtualization controller allows all nodes,
including the network forwarding hardware and network gateways (S-GWs and P-GWs), PDNs and backhaul networks to
be shared among MOs. It also provides granularity in what
is shared in the network. As a matter of fact, virtualization is
performed in two levels in this architecture. First, infrastructure
owner manages the network slices assigned to each MO using
network virtualization controller (e.g. using OpenVirteX [9]).
This virtualization controller acts as a transparent proxy between OpenFlow-enabled devices (switches, gateways, etc)
and multiple SDN controllers of each MOs. The isolated
slices are separated by header fields in virtualization controller.
Traffic of multiple MOs is converged to run on a common
backbone network infrastructure while each stream of each
MO is kept virtually separate. The SDN framework also
allows the infrastructure owner to act as a broker in this
setting to modify and adapt the slices in real time based
on the agreements between the infrastructure owner and the
MOs. Every time a new rule needs to be pushed by an
MO’s controller, the virtualization controller first checks the
integrity and validity of the rule and then forwards the rule
to the corresponding forwarders in the network. Second, subvirtualization for all MOs’ applications are performed within a
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Fig. 1: Traditional EPS architectures of LTE networks with an
example of three MOs.

Fig. 2: Shared SDN-based EPS architectures of LTE networks
with an example of three MOs.

MO’s slice. In a shared network, the MOs may maintain their
own eNodeBs, gateway elements, and PDNs or they may also
share some of the gateway elements and PDNs. However, all
MOs participating in the shared network maintain their own
control plane (Mobility Management Entity (MME), Policy
and Charging Rules Function (PCRF) and Home Subscriber
Station (HSS)) and this is used to control the network slices
that are allocated by the virtualization controller. It should be
noted that virtualization control can introduce slight latency
due to existence of control traffic between SDN controllers of
each MOs and virtualization controller itself.
In E-UTRAN, all UEs are assumed to be under the coverage
of multiple eNodeBs whose combination is abbreviated as
District (or pool of eNodeBs) that do not overlap and do
not interfere with each other (see Fig. 2). A single district
is composed with a given number of eNodeBs and MOs can
have different numbers of associated UEs in this district. Since
each eNodeB is connected to shared mobile backhaul and
core gateways such as S-GW via SDN-based switches, sharing
of mobile backhaul/core network equipments ensures that the
pool of virtualized eNodeBs owned by infrastructure owner can
also be available for usage by all MOs. The traffic demands
of multiple MOs are served under time and location based
varying network conditions by pushing appropriate flow rules
on both backhaul and core network elements via protocols such

as OpenFlow [10]. Each connected radio access equipments
can be dynamically assigned to different MOs with respect
to their number of active UEs, varying traffic demands and
locations using appropriate scheduling algorithms in virtualization controllers that allocate eNodeBs to each MO based
on not only their traffic demands but also guaranteed QoS
requirements.
The general model of the proposed eNodeB assignment
procedure can be summarized as follows: The main goal of
the virtualization controller is to find the best assignments
of eNodeBs to each MO. To achieve this goal, all possible
connections between eNodeBs and MOs are modelled as a matrix in which each element represents the value of predefined
performance parameter corresponding to considered scheduling algorithm in the first step. In the second step, the MOs
that gives the highest utilization value for each eNodeB are
found. Then, infrastructure owner allocates the slices including
eNodeBs and core/backhaul network equipments to MOs based
on the assignment decision of virtualized eNodeBs. After that,
all other RAN related eNodeB control functionalities including
handover, roaming and radio resource management, CA as
well as enhanced Inter-cell interference coordination (eICIC)
management via coordinated multipoint (CoMP) transmission
and reception, etc. are managed by the virtualization controller
of infrastructure owner, which is connected to the virtualized

eNodeBs through the virtualized aggregator switches. The
virtualization controller also communicates with associated
MOs for those functionalities since all MOs still maintain
their own control planes including MME, PCRF and HSS.
This approach can provide many benefits such as efficient
usage of network devices (e.g. available pool of eNodeBs),
lower CAPEX/OPEX for both MOs and infrastructure owner
and balanced traffic demand/usage behaviour via dynamic
scaling of the network. However, with the increasing number
of MOs, eNodeBs and UEs, there exists eNodeBs allocation
delays which can be considered to be one of the drawbacks
of the proposed architecture. The amount of allocation delay
is a bottleneck to meet the QoS requirements for highly
dynamic scenarios if eNodeB allocation delay grows. Finally,
a qualitative comparison that outlines some of the key advantages and disadvantages between the proposed and traditional
architectures are given in Table I.
TABLE I: Comparison of traditional and proposed shared
SDN-based network architectures
Traditional
Latency
Energy/Bandwidth
efficiency
Capacity
Spectrum usage
Programmable
packet forwarding
OPEX/CAPEX savings
Dynamic scaling of
resources
Network Monitoring
Network control,
management& automation
New service
provisioning & delivery
Security & Privacy
Scalability based on
number of policies and rules

Low

Proposed
High (due to policy checks
and slicing process)

Low

High

Low
Strict

High
Flexible

Primitive

Advanced

Low

High

Difficult

Easy

Weak

Strong

Weak

Strong

Slow

Fast

Well established

Not mature

Limited

Unlimited

III. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATIONS
In order to investigate the performance of our LTE-based
shared cellular network architecture, we perform simulation
studies with the use of several QoS-aware (Max-Min Fairness (MMF) [11] and Rate Guarantee (RG) [12]) and QoSunaware schedulers (Round Robin (RR), Blind Equal Throughput (BET), Maximum Throughput (MT) and Proportional Fair
(PF) [13]) that are used for assignments of eNodeBs to MOs.
In general, those schedulers give the k th resource to the ith
user, if its metric (mi,k ) is the highest one among the other
users [13]. With respect to this, in our case, allocated resources
are eNodeBs and users are MOs (as in [14]).
In our simulation environment, a shared SDN-based EPS
infrastructure owned by infrastructure owner with three MOs
sharing a pool of eNodeBs is generated. We assume that
1000 UEs are uniformly and 31 eNodeBs are deterministically
distributed in a single district with the radius of 5 km and the
eNodeBs are connected to virtualized S-GWs through virtualized aggregator switches. The related simulation parameters

are given in Table II where U denotes uniform distribution.
In RG scheduling algorithm [12], aggressiveness parameter
is set to 9.6, 9.3 and 10 for MO−1, MO−2 and MO−3,
respectively and time constant of smooth filter in BET, PF
and RG schedulers [12], [13] is set to 50.
TABLE II: Simulation parameters.
Number of UEs
Traffic Demands (Gbps)
Bandwidth per user
Transmit Power
Transmit Power Allocation
Noise Power Spectral Density

MO-1
MO-2
300
500
U(0, 3)
U(0, 4.5)
1 MHz
30 dBm
Uniform
−179 dBm/Hz

MO-3
200
U(0, 1.5)

We consider traditional EPS architecture of LTE networks
where eNodeBs are statically assigned to each MO as a benchmark. In this architecture, the numbers of eNodeBs associated
with MO−1, MO−2 and MO−3 are set to 9, 16 and 6 as proportional to the numbers of their associated UEs and they are
homogeneously distributed in the considered district structure.
On the other hand, after SDN-based network virtualization is
applied into this EPS architecture, each network element is
virtualized thereby, eNodeBs can be assigned to different MOs
based on the scheduling algorithm’s decision since aggregator
switches, S-GW and P-GW are shared. While comparing
the performances of traditional and proposed architectures,
Jain’s fairness index, Shannon Capacity and satisfied-MOratio (which is the ratio of the total number of MOs who
are allocated with an amount of resource that is equal to
or higher than their demand to the total number of MOs)
are used as performance indicators under the consideration of
picocell channel model [15] including lognormal shadowing
effect with the standard deviation value of 6 dB and proper
frequency spectrum sharing and advanced modulation/multiple
access techniques (as discussed in the context of 5G such as
Low Density Spreading or Filtered Bank Multi-Carrier) that
can ensure the interferences from neighbor eNodeBs to be
insignificant.
In Fig. 3, we show the average values and the standard
deviations of fairness, capacity and satisfied-MO-ratio values of traditional and proposed architectures. In Fig. 3 (a),
since BET scheduler uses past average data rate as inversely
weighting factor during allocation, MO that has the highest
fairness index in current allocation interval has less chance of
obtaining resource in the next interval. Therefore, BET satisfies
fairness among MOs and has the highest fairness index with
the value of 0.99 among them as tradition architecture gives
the value of 0.65. BET is followed by RR, MMF, PF and
RG, respectively. When we turn to capacity performance (see
Fig. 3 (b)), MT scheduler that guarantees to maximize system
throughput gives the highest value which is 7.89 Gbps whereas
traditional architecture provides 6.05 Gbps. In addition, PF
and RG schedulers which partially satisfy both fairness and
capacity maximization also give better performance than the
traditional architecture. Similarly, our proposed architecture
outperforms the traditional architecture if satisfied-MO-ratio
is considered (see Fig. 3 (c)). For this indicator, the scheduler
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Fig. 3: (a) Fairness, (b) capacity and (c) satisfied-MO-ratio performances of traditional and proposed SDN-based EPS of LTE
networks.

that gives the highest value, which is MMF, meets 88% of
MOs’ traffic demands as they are satisfied with the ratio
of 68% in the traditional architecture. The other scheduler
giving better performance is RG since it also considers QoS
requirements of MOs. Moreover, our proposed architecture
outperforms currently deployed one with the use of RG when
both capacity and satisfied-MO-ratio are considered. On the
other hand, PF scheduler gives better performance than traditional architecture when fairness and capacity performances
are considered. Additionally, eNodeB assignment mechanism
with the use of MMF schedulers outperforms the currently
deployed architecture under the consideration of both fairness
and satisfied-MO-ratio. These results reveals the benefits the
dynamic slicing and shared network architecture.
It should also be noted that similarly, numerical evaluations
for other important aspects such as energy and spectral efficiency, latency, deployment flexibility and implementation
complexities of various virtualization controller solutions can
also be investigated. In those scenarios, due to possible existence of more than two conflicting objective functions (such
as latency and energy efficiency), multi-objective optimization
techniques leading to Pareto optimality, instead of the simpler
QoS-based algorithms can be beneficial for choosing the best
approach.
IV.

C HALLENGES AND O PPORTUNITIES FOR N EXT
G ENERATION S HARED M OBILE N ETWORKS

Introducing new dynamic slicing and sharing concepts into
next generation cellular network infrastructure will need major
evolution of existing traditional infrastructure. Some of the new
challenges and their corresponding opportunities that can arise
with the introduction of this new infrastructure are as follows:
Challenge 1: Traditional vs Shared Network Infrastructure for Spectrum Management in multiple MOs scenarios:
In the traditional infrastructure of today’s cellular networks,
the regulator bodies that are regulating the cellular frequency
allocations hold spectrum auctions for competing MOs. Several MOs are competing for utilization of the spectrum that
are of interest to them based on their strategies. Inside new
architecture, multiple MOs will be able to share the network
resources as well as the whole spectrum that will be allocated

for cellular usage. This will also change traditional spectrum
auction (in terms of both carrier frequency and bandwidth)
where only bandwidth and core/backhaul network resource
auctions will be held for competing MOs in new shared
network architecture.
Opportunities: Unrestricted cellular spectrum access for
MOs will bring additional opportunities. Thanks to SDN-based
virtualized platform, MOs will be able to utilize an existing
cellular tower operating at certain carrier frequency (e.g. 900
MHz) at some time instant and due to mobility, traffic demand
and changing network state, subscribers of MOs will be able
to get service from another cellular tower operating at another
carrier frequency (e.g. 1800 MHz) at another time instant.
This will bring additional flexibility on spectrum usage for
MOs as well as QoS-guaranteed services delivered by MOs.
The spectrum allocations in terms of carrier frequency and
bandwidth (through eNodeB assignments in our case) to each
MO will depend on the minimum guaranteed-QoS requirements acquired by MOs as well as on their instant-based traffic
demands. This scheme can also help to solve the spectrum
scarcity of today’s wireless carriers, since full and dynamic
utilization of wireless cellular network spectrum resources
can be possible. On the other hand, from the the regulator
bodies and government perspective, instead selling spectrum,
they will be able to hold both spectrum and core/backhaul
network resource auctions between candidate infrastructure
owners. Another primary role for regulators will be to promote
new technological advances and market entries that can boost
the competition under the consideration of SLAs among MOs
as well as infrastructure owners. Since any cellular spectrum
can be utilized for all MOs, instead of running a cellular
spectrum auction as in traditional approach, their primary role
will shift towards investing on network resources based on
their subscribers’ real-time traffic demands.
Challenge 2: Old vs. New Market and Players: Introduction of the proposed new technology has the potential to
disrupt or sustain the existing market. First of all, it will bring
new actors into the market and some of the responsibilities of
existing actors may change (see Section V). This may affect
the existing market players who may be unwilling to change
their existing roles (e.g. regulator bodies due to existence of

products, services and delivery modes and security issues that
is unseen before). Second, traditional value chain structure
will also change. More competitors will come into picture
(such as application providers with the introduction of new
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs)) which will enable
new relationships between the market players. This can also
complicate traditional vendor/operator value chain approach,
introducing new technology and service providers for dynamic
scaling and shared networks.
Opportunities: There are various opportunities of proposed
architecture for market as well as players. First of all, due to
natural existence of new actors such as application providers,
existing traditional players such as MOs will try to adapt and
change their positions in order to obtain maximum benefit.
MOs will cooperate with application providers and infrastructure owner in order to serve diverse services for their subscribers and increase their satisfaction rates. Regulators on the
other hand, will benefit from transparent networks which will
help them better administer and decrease the expenditures on
resources spent for establishing the competitive environment.
Challenge 3: Cost of deployment vs. Obtained benefits:
There is a trade-off between obtained benefits vs additional
cost burdens that can be introduced with the deployment
of the new approach. First of all, it should be noted that
introducing new and disruptive technologies inside a MO’s
infrastructure network and migrating to them is quite a slow
evolution process. Therefore, perspective for co-existence with
old technologies, i.e. compatibility with legacy systems, need
to be taken into account for successful and healthy deployment
process. Second, the benefit of the proposed approach can not
be forecast by the MOs in advance. The MOs, who currently
own the network infrastructure, are already observing the
phenomenon of increasing costs versus decreasing revenues
per GB expenditure per subscriber.
Opportunities: With the introduction of dynamic scaling
and sharing of network infrastructure, MOs will be able to
launch new services (such as flexible scaling of computing,
storage and network capacity for providing high-definition
video services), add values to their network and lower CAPEX
and OPEX. This will help them in developing a new operating
model (e.g. pay-as-you-go models for data usage of MOs
thanks to dynamic slicing) that can increase their revenues
(through differentiating services provided for different MOs)
and decrease the cost of deployment of new services (thanks
to cost efficiency through improved and flexible resource
utilization where and when needed and usage of standard
generic hardware platforms). Similarly, infrastructure owner,
as new owners of the network infrastructure, will be able to
rent their network equipments to MOs based on requested
traffic demands. This will cause efficient utilization of their
investments on hardware and software platforms. From the end
user perspective, they will be able to experience high quality
data streams with diverse set of offered services by their MOs.
Challenge 4: Stagnancy and complexity issues in network service evolution vs. Flexibility for adaption of
new technology advancements: In traditional networks, many
technological advancements are being proposed and developed
for RANs, core/backhaul networks under both standardization

bodies and industry alliances. However, implementing those
features inside the network equipments is rather complex or
time-consuming. Moreover, introducing new services of new
technologies is rather slow and how much resource should be
allocated for each service is unclear from MO’s perspective.
Opportunities: Using the proposed architecture, deployment of new services as applications on top of SDN controllers
of MOs (including operator’s services such as PCRF, HSS,
MME, etc.) is possible. Hence, MOs will easily be able to
provide open interfaces to application providers for developing
these new operator specific services for their subscribers.
Hence, it can be concluded that SDN based EPS architecture
utilizing dynamic scaling and slicing of infrastructure networks
can be a promising technique to address the challenges of
today’s wireless cellular networks.
V.

A B USINESS P ERSPECTIVE FOR DYNAMIC S LICING
S HARING OF N ETWORK I NFRASTRUCTURE

AND

The business of dynamic infrastructure slicing and sharing
among MOs involves different main players/actors forming a
dynamic complex ecosystem.
The mobile operators are sharing the infrastructure of
the telecommunication networks that are provided by infrastructure owner. Due to dynamic slicing and sharing of both
radio and backhaul/core network elements between each MO
based on their instant traffic demands and guaranteed minimum
QoS agreements, MOs need to pre-negotiate with infrastructure
owner via appropriate protocols. Competitiveness among MOs
gains an upper level where competition is not only on obtaining
more spectrum bandwidth, but also on obtaining more mobile
network infrastructure resources on demand (which can basically result in higher gains in combination with appropriate
techniques such as CoMP reception/transmission).
The infrastructure owner owns the critical SDN-enabled
virtualizable network equipments and are heavily investing on
them both in terms of technological as well as operational
sides. As a mater of fact, infrastructure owner is willing
to maximize its own profit by maximum utilization of their
network infrastructures among MOs (and their corresponding
subscribers). In order to accomplish this task and exploit
virtualized infrastructure, infrastructure owner needs to develop new protocols for efficient interaction with both MOs
and network infrastructure and develop advanced scheduling
algorithms for increasing business benefits of both their own
and those of MOs. They also need to affect the standards for
development of new network and user equipments (that can
operate and switch dynamically the carrier frequency based
on cellular eNodeB connection) in RAN, backhaul and core
network domains. Moreover, for security and privacy reasons,
infrastructure owner might not be able to install their own
infrastructure without cooperating with MOs as well as with
regulators for cellular spectrum usage.
The end users are the players who are primarily subscribers
of MOs as well as producers of the mobile data traffic.
End users of each MO are willing to obtain better service
quality without sacrificing monthly payment amount. With the
new architecture, they will get the most benefit by obtaining

diverse and high quality products/services that are provided by
application providers and MOs.
The regulators and governments will be actors that take
the responsibility of building trust management ecosystem
inside this new dynamic system. Compared with their current
traditional role in existing networks, they are still observing
and regulating each MO, but are also auctioning not only
on bandwidth but also on core/backhaul network resources.
They are now in a position for ensuring infrastructure owner
to provide fair SLAs with MOs, promote the targets for
security/privacy of large-scale deployment and new market
entries for competitiveness. Moreover, after the successful
deployment phase, the regulators should be cognizant of the
capabilities of the whole network such as availability and
capacity of the proposed solution. They should also carefully
observe the responsibility partitioning between all players.
In addition to above main players, new application
providers can surface thanks to new APIs enabled by the
platform. They will be able to develop third party applications
running on top the SDN controllers and will interact with both
MOs and infrastructure owner.
In summary, when we look at the prospects of the collaboration among various players, MOs and application providers are
seeking for harvesting maximum benefits in order to keep end
users content with their services. Infrastructure owner and MOs
will cooperate for maximum utilization of their traffic demands
and infrastructure slices. Regulator bodies and governments
will cooperate with both infrastructure owner and MOs in
order to promote competitiveness, cellular spectrum usage and
ensure privacy and security of the proposed infrastructure.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
This paper has provided an analysis for challenges, opportunities and business ecosystem of designing a dynamic
sliced and shared SDN-based EPS architecture via a virtualization controller. The performances of various scheduling
algorithms on eNodeB assignment problem as a consequence
of core/backhaul network virtualization are compared with
each other and traditional EPS architecture. The results reveal
that depending on the utilized scheduling algorithm, proposed
architecture outperforms the traditional EPS with the use of
both QoS-aware and non-QoS-aware schedulers in terms of
fairness, capacity and satisfied-MO-ratio. One possible future
direction of this work is to investigate the proposed architecture in conjunction with interconnected multiple hierarchical
controllers at each network domain.
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